Hugs & Kisses
40” x 40”
featuring Cuddle™ Cakes “Graceful Girl” from
The Cuddle Classics Collection and Kozy Cuddle Solids
Fabrics:
1 1/4 yards Cuddle 3® Baby Pink Model: c3babypink
1 1/4 yards Cuddle 3® White Model: c3white
1 Cuddle Cake “Graceful Girl”: ckpcakes graceful girl
Notions:
8½” and 2” circular templates
Thread for machine piecing, yo yos, and quilting, Signature® 40 cotton
SCHMETZ® 90/14 stretch needle
Walking foot
505® Spray and Fix by ODIF adhesive spray
Rotary Cutter with Pinking Blade (Olfa)
6” Dritz® Omnigrid ruler
Dritz® Flat Flower Head pins
Freezer Paper (optional)
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Instructions:
Match a solid and print 10” square, making sure
that the nap is going the same direction on each
side, and then spray- fuse them together. Make 36
sets.
Using a pinking blade and an 8 1/2” circle template
cut each set into a circle. Lay the circles out in a
6 x 6 grid and create the desired design. Refer to
pattern cover for layout. I choose to alternate the
solid circles with the print ones.
Using the 6” square ruler, draw a square in the
exact center of each circle. On the outside rows,
do not draw the lines on the outside edges. I like to
keep the nap going the same direction so I placed
3 rows so the nap went out from the center to the
outside edge on each end.

Pair two circle units, wrong sides together.
Carefully match your drawn lines and sew the
circle units together in rows of six units each. It
is easier to work in strips, but be sure to use a lot
of pins as the Cuddle is slick and stretchy. As the
rows of circles are sewn you can see the pattern of
the circles begin to form.
I used freezer paper as a shield and sprayed the
505 under the petals so I could “glue” them in
place for easier stitching.
After you have sewn your quilt together, go back
and top-stitch around each circle using the
serpentine stitch, or zig-zag, stitching close to the
edge.
To complete the center points I added a pink
Cuddle 3 yo-yo, placed hole down. Make yo-yo’s
by hand using the 2” circle template.

